
Conflict Continues Checkpoint Quiz Score:

1.    Why did Samuel Adams and other colonial leaders set up the Committee of
Correspondence?
A To write communication to the other colonies regarding Benjamin Franklin's propaganda saying

"Join or Die" and why it was important.

B They set up the committee to be sure to share news with other colonies regarding what was
happening in the colonies and what actions colonists could take.

C Both A and D.

D To communicate with the British about how to solve the problems with the French.

2.    Why was the Boston Tea Party important to the colonists?
A They were passing their own laws to make tea more affordable for themselves.

B They were taking a stand against the Southern Colonies.

C They were taking a stand against the British.

D They wanted to have more parties similar to those of Europe.

3.    How did the Boston Massacre begin?
A The colonists attacked the southern colonists who had sided with the British.

B The colonists attacked British law makers.

C The British fired a shot.

D The colonists threw snowballs with rocks and yelled at the soldiers.

4.    What was John Adams role in the Boston Massacre?
A He defended the British soldiers.

B He defended the colonists.

C He fought against the British soldiers.

D He fought against the colonists.

5.    Why did Paul Revere draw the illustration in the paper the way he did?
A To convince the colonists that they should disarm and surrender to Britain.

B To convince the colonists that the Southern Colonies were siding with the British.

C To convince the colonists that the British soldiers were dangerous.

D To convince the colonists they should not be afraid of the British.
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6.    What role did the Sons of Liberty play in the Boston Tea Party?
A They stopped the colonists from dumping tea in the Boston Harbor to save them from angering the

British.

B They guarded the Boston Harbor from the British so that they could not import tea from Britain and
import from other countries instead.

C They dumped tea from the British into the Boston Harbor to protest taxation on tea.

D Both A and C.

7.    What were some effects of Parliament passing the Tea Act?
A Boston Merchants refused to sale the East India Tea

B Colonists were proud that the British was finally helping them get inexpensive tea.

C Colonists did not want to buy British goods because they felt they were not being included in
decisions about their taxes by Parliament.

D Both A and C.

E Both A and B.

8.    What does it mean to quarter?
A People give food and shelter to others.

B To give quarters to the British for taxing.

C Someone chosen to speak and act for others.

D To break the colonists up into 4 different parts.

9.    Why did the Sons of Liberty dress as Native Americans?
A They wanted to disguise themselves from the British so that they would not be in trouble with the

law for what they did.

B They wanted to learn about the Native American culture and help the Native Americans join with the
colonists.

C They wanted to escape from the colonies to live among the Native Americans.

D None of the Above.

10.    How did Parliament respond to the act of the Boston Tea Party?
A They stopped sending tea from Britain to the colonies.

B They invaded the colonies and filled their homes with soldiers.

C They passed laws to punish the colonists.

D They backed down and let the colonists create their own nation.
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